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Are you ready to elevate your ping pong game to the next level? Look no
further than "Ping Pong Face" by Yau Ming Ng Thompson, the ultimate
guide to mastering this thrilling sport.

Yau Ming Ng Thompson, a renowned ping pong coach and former
professional player, shares his extensive knowledge and expertise in this
comprehensive book. Whether you're a beginner looking to build a solid
foundation or an experienced player seeking to refine your skills, "Ping
Pong Face" has something to offer.

What sets this book apart is its unique approach that focuses on
understanding the opponent's facial expressions and body language. Ng
Thompson argues that by reading your opponent's "ping pong face," you
can gain a significant advantage and anticipate their next move.
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The book is divided into 10 chapters, each covering a different aspect of
the game. From mastering basic techniques to developing advanced
strategies, Ng Thompson meticulously explains every concept with clear
and concise instructions.

Here's a glimpse into the chapters:

1. Fundamentals: Establishing a proper grip, footwork, and body
positioning.

2. Forehand and Backhand Strokes: Techniques and variations for
executing powerful and accurate shots.

3. Serves: Developing a variety of serves to gain an advantage from the
start.

4. Returns: Strategies for handling different types of serves and shots.

5. Spins and Flips: Mastering the art of adding spin and deception to
your shots.

6. Blocking and Countering: Techniques for defending against your
opponent's attacks.

7. Attacking and Looping: Learning advanced offensive techniques to
dominate the game.

8. Match Strategies: Tactical advice on how to prepare for and execute
successful game plans.



9. Reading Your Opponent's Face: Ng Thompson's signature strategy
for gaining a psychological edge.

10. Training and Conditioning: Tips for improving your fitness and
overall game performance.

One of the standout features of "Ping Pong Face" is its accompanying
video lessons. Ng Thompson has created a series of online videos that
demonstrate the techniques described in the book. This visual element
greatly enhances the learning experience, allowing you to see the
techniques in action and practice them effectively.

Additionally, the book includes detailed diagrams and illustrations that
illustrate the various concepts and strategies. These visuals make the
learning process easier and more engaging, especially for beginners.

Whether you're an aspiring ping pong player or a seasoned veteran, "Ping
Pong Face" is an invaluable resource that will help you improve your skills,
develop winning strategies, and enjoy the game even more.

So, pick up a copy of "Ping Pong Face" today and start your journey to
becoming the best ping pong player you can be! Embrace the art of reading



your opponent's "ping pong face," and let Ng Thompson guide you to
victory.

Free Download Your Copy of "Ping Pong Face" Today!
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